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ABSTRACT 
 
Photo-textured 3D surface models, and orthophotography in particular, are most important photogrammetric products, notably in he-
ritage conservation. However, conventional software typically uses surface descriptions obtained via 2D triangulation; additionally, 
it cannot handle image visibility. Ignoring multiple elevations and image occlusions is clearly too restrictive for a complex surface 
shape. Geometric accuracy and visual quality are then possible only with tedious human interaction during surface modeling but also 
orthoprojection. Yet, laser scanning allows today fast collection of accurate, dense surface point clouds and creation of 3D meshes. 
Close-range photogrammetry is obviously expected to take full advantage of this. 
The authors present their approach for an automated production of orthoimages from fully 3D surface representations derived from 
laser scanning. In a first step, the algorithm detects surface occlusions for the novel view. While common photogrammetric software 
needs operator-defined patches on individual original images as the source for image content, here all available images are combined 
for ‘viewer-independent’ texturing of the new image. To this end, bundle adjustment data allow all surface triangles to be back-pro-
jected onto all initial images to establish visibilities. Texture blending is performed with suitable weighting, which controls the local 
radiometric contribution of each original image involved. Given more than two values, a statistical test allows to automatically ex-
clude outlying colour data. The implemented algorithm was tested at the example of a Byzantine church in Athens to indicate that 
this coupling of laser scanning with photogrammetry is capable to automatically create novel views from several images, while com-
bining geometric accuracy and visual quality with speed. Finally, future tasks and further elaborations are outlined. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Among all photogrammetric products for the documentation of 
cultural heritage, digital orthomosaics – a combination of geo-
metric accuracy with textured detail – are perhaps the most pro-
minent. This, of course, is not intended to understate the signifi-
cance of other related products, such as digital developments or 
cartographic projections, drapings or photorealistic visualisation 
and animation. In fact, orthophoto generation stands here as the 
paradigm for a core problem of photogrammetry, which incor-
porates both surface modeling and photo-texturing. 
 
Compared to conventional aerial mapping, orthoimaging of cul-
tural monuments often faces a number of significant problems. 
For instance, as discussed in Mavromati et al. (2002), these may 
include use of amateur cameras on unstable camera platforms; 
related problems concerning control over image configurations; 
resulting difficulties in bundle adjustment. However, a matter of 
primary importance is accurate surface modeling. It needs to be 
underlined here that a 3D model is not simply a prerequisite for 
orthoprojection or realistic rendering. Actually, in cases where 
only photo-realism or animated visualizations are required, then 
image-based rendering techniques may provide a direct solution 
(Beraldin et al., 2002). But photogrammetry typically relies on 
model-based texturing, as it is mostly asked to also produce ex-
plicit 3D data and representations for the purposes of geometric 
or morphological documentation and analysis.  
 
In many close-range applications object shapes may indeed be 
complex. As a rule, this implies significant occlusion problems. 
Thus, surface modeling is a key factor for producing orthophoto 
results, which will be geometrically reliable and visually correct 
(no ‘melting’ or ‘stretching’). Conventionally, all surface points 
are collected manually with stereoscopic viewing (the commer-
cial matching algorithms usually require considerable editing in 

the case of an archaeological object). It has been demonstrated 
by Mavromati et al. (2003) that suitable collection strategies, as 
regards breaklines in particular, are capable of providing results 
of high quality. Notwithstanding its merits, however, this course 
is indeed tedious and time-consuming. Its limitations also in-
clude registration problems among stereopair-based 3D models 
in the case of images all around the object. At the other far end 
of image-based modeling, powerful techniques are being deve-
loped, notably in computer vision, for the automatic extraction 
of 3D surface models from an image sequence without any prior 
information about objects or camera. Although models of high 
visual quality can be thus produced, it appears that the obtained 
accuracies are not yet in position to meet the requirements for 
most mapping applications (Pollefeys et al., 2000). The metric 
potential of advanced techniques for an automatic dense recon-
struction from small numbers of multiple wide-baseline images 
(Strecha et al., 2003) also remains to be further assessed. For 
certain objects classes, semi-automatic (hybrid) methods, based 
on a basic volumetric model of the scene which is subsequently 
exploited to constrain stereo matching, have also been presented 
(Debevec et al., 1996). 
 
On the other hand, range-based modeling (notably through laser 
scanning) represents a powerful technology capable of sampling 
vast numbers of surface points at very fast rates. In this sense, it 
may well provide the required 3D support for orthorectification 
(Monti et al., 2002). In a wider sense, the same also holds true 
for creating photo-textured virtual models of real-world scenes, 
chiefly in computer graphics applications, where visual quality 
is a major concern (Bernardini et al., 2001; Corrêa et al., 2002). 
In fact, high-resolution recording of cultural sites and possibili-
ties to promote them through virtual 3D visits, for instance, sti-
mulates research, notably regarding fusion of laser scanning and 
colour imagery (Beraldin et al., 2002). Certain commercial 3D 
systems provide model-registered colour texture but, neverthe-



less, the limited image quality usually makes the acquisition of 
separate images with higher resolution necessary. Clearly, this 
is equally true for the high requirements of orthoimaging. 
 
However, the laser scanning approach is faced with several pro-
blems. Leaving high cost aside, a major question is that of post-
processing vast volumes of data for mesh triangulation (includ-
ing noise removal and hole-filling), which is a very demanding 
procedure indeed (Böhler et al., 2003). Yet, the next problem is 
that commercial orthoprojection software handles only surfaces 
described as a DTM with a unique elevation at each planimetric 
XY location. Thus, all scanned 3D points are typically processed 
by 2D triangulation into a 2.5D mesh – with predictable conse-
quences on the final orthoimage (Mavromati et al., 2003, give 
such an example). Unless one finds suitable projections yielding 
single-valued ‘depth’ functions for particular surface types (as 
done by Knyaz & Zheltov, 2000), orthoimaging algorithms for 
fully 3D models must necessarily be introduced. 
 
The main task of such algorithms is to avoid the common flaws 
of orthoimaging (displacement, blind areas, double-projection) 
by handling the problem of visibility, which is twofold. On the 
one hand, every individual surface unit (groundel) which is visi-
ble in the direction of the orthoimage should be established. In 
this way, to each orthoimage pixel a unique elevation is assign-
ed. Next is to check whether these surface points are in fact vi-
sible from the perspective centre of the original image, too. In 
case of occlusion, a colour value can be extracted from an adja-
cent image. Such approaches, based on dense regular DTMs de-
rived from laser scanning, have been implemented in aerial and 
close-range projects (Kim et al., 2000; Boccardo et al., 2001). 
 
Following the usual photogrammetric practice, in the above and 
other cases the texture for each visible surface unit is extracted 
from a corresponding single original image. Provided that over-
lapping images exist, the source image can be selected accord-
ing to different possible criteria, for instance: imaging distance, 
angle formed by the projective ray and the surface; size of the 
imaged surface triangle. Evidently, this ‘single-image’ texturing 
approach can lead to adjacent surface triangles receiving colour 
from different images with varying radiometric characteristics. 
The consequences on triangle borders can be radiometric distor-
tion and discontinuity artifacts (El-Hakim et al., 2003). Alterna-
tive elaborate responses to this, in the area of computer graphics 
and computer vision, rely on colour interpolation, or ‘blending’. 
For every point, appropriately weighted combinations of corres-
ponding triangle textures from all available images – or from a 
suitably selected image subset – on which this point appears are 
used (Neugebauer & Klein, 1999; Bernardini et al., 2001; Bueh-
ler et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2001; Rocchini et al., 2002). In this 
way of smoothing radiometric difference, seamless texture with 
no jumps in colour appearance can be obtained – at the possible 
cost of a certain blurring effect (El-Hakim et al., 2003). 
 
The approaches referred to above have been developed in the 
field of computer graphics, where life-like animations, realism 
or illumination are evidently important. A weighting strategy is 
thus formulated mostly in the context of view-dependent texture 
mapping, where interpolation schemes favour images observing 
the object or scene closest in angle to the current viewing direc-
tion. In this way, surface specularities and incorrect model geo-
metry may be better captured (Debevec et al., 1996, 1998). 
 
However, it has been pointed out that using a single texture map 
in 3D models is usually sufficient (Wang et al., 2001). In this 
sense – though one obviously has much to benefit from research 
in this field – it appears that static rather than dynamic texturing 
is preferable for most instances of photogrammetric mapping. A 
view-independent algorithm weights the contribution of partici-

pating original images according to their spatial relation to the 
model – e. g. distance, angle of view – and their characteristics 
– camera constant and resolution – in order to assign a unique 
colour value to each surface unit (see, for instance, Poulin et al., 
1998; Grün et al., 2001). 
 
Although colour blending may be regarded, to some extent, also 
as an ‘error filtering’ process, existing error sources may cause 
geometric and radiometric distortions. Obviously, the final pro-
duct is significantly affected by the accuracy, with which image 
orientations – relative to each other as well as in object space – 
have been recovered. This holds also true for camera calibration 
parameters. Consequently, a self-calibrating bundle adjustment, 
including lens distortion, is indispensable. Further obvious error 
sources causing misalignments include accuracy of 3D record-
ing, quality of surface description by 3D faces and model regi-
stration. Finally, though such problems are rather uncommon in 
photogrammetric applications, significant differences in resolu-
tion of the source images, which can blur texture, are also to be 
considered (Neugebauer & Klein, 1999; Buehler et al., 2001). 
  
Here, an approach is presented for the automated generation of 
orthoimages from a 3D mesh, derived from laser scanning. The 
implemented algorithm identifies all surface triangles which are 
seen in the viewing direction and then establishes whether these 
appear or not on every available image. Each orthoimage pixel 
is coloured through weighted blending of texture from all view-
ing images, whereby outlying colour data are automatically ex-
cluded. Results of experimental applications are also given. 
 
 

2. PROJECTION AND TEXTURING ALGORITHM 
 
For this procedure, the following input data are required: 
• a triangulated 3D mesh in the form of successive XYZ triplets 

describing the object surface; 
• grayscale or colour images along with their interior and exte-

rior orientation parameters; 
• the equation in space of the projection plane; 
• the endpoints in object space, if necessary, of the area to be 

projected; 
• the pixel size of the new digital image. 
It is seen that, besides orthogonal, oblique projections may also 
be accommodated. 
 
2.1 Model visibility and occlusion 
 
In the first step, the triangulated 3D mesh is projected orthogo-
nally onto the specified plane of projection. In order to speed up 
the search process, the area of the orthoimage is tessellated into 
a rectangular grid, whose cell is larger than the one of the ortho-
image, e.g. by 5 times (its size depends on factors such as the 
available computer memory, the model size and that of the new 
image). For each 2D triangle, the circumscribing orthogonal pa-
rallelogram is formed. This occupies a number of adjacent grid 
cells, to which the identity number (ID) of the particular triangle 
is assigned. 
 
This procedure is repeated for all triangles, resulting into a table 
containing all triangle IDs ascribed to each individual grid cell. 
In this way, all projected triangles actually containing a particu-
lar pixel of the orthoimage may be established by checking only 
a limited number of triangles (namely, those ascribed to the cor-
responding grid cell). Among these model triangles intersected 
in space by the projecting line of a particular orthoimage pixel, 
the one whose intersection yields the largest elevation value is 
selected; the elevation value, which provides the Z-value of the 
orthoimage pixel, and the triangle ID number are stored. In this 
mode, the model visibility/occlusion question has been handled. 



2.2 Image visibility and occlusion 
 
Coming next to the image visibility aspect, all 3D triangles are 
now centrally projected, via the corresponding orientation data, 
onto all images involved. For every planimetric XY value of the 
orthoimage and its attributed Z-value, the corresponding image 
xy coordinates on all images are calculated. A similar technique 
as before is followed: among the model triangles intersected by 
a particular image ray, the one closer to the projective center is 
the triangle which has been actually recorded on the image. If 
the ID number of this triangle is not identical with that already 
assigned in the previous phase to the orthoimage pixel, it is in 
fact established that the model point corresponding to this parti-
cular ortho pixel is occluded on the examined image. If, on the 
contrary, the two triangle IDs coincide, then the model point is 
visible on the particular image, and the RGB values are stored. 
 
Despite the computational burden, colour values are interpola-
ted in the present implementation by bicubic convolution, since 
it provides an obviously smoother result. However, it is evident 
that adjacent pixels do not necessarily relate to adjacent model 
points. Although no discernible effects emerged in the applica-
tions, checks may possibly be considered to omit such pixels. 
 
2.3 Texture interpolation 
 
Result of the preceding step for all orthoimage pixels is colour 
values from several images – unless, of course, the correspond-
ing model point is occluded on all images. In this latter case, a 
specific colour value marks the particular orthoimage pixels as 
undefined. For such regions, ‘hole-filling’ processes can extract 
colour values from the surrounding model areas (Debevec et al., 
1998; Poulin et al., 1998), which has not been examined here. If 
asked, however, the algorithm can create a map which displays 
all orthoimage areas visible on 0, 1, 2 and > 2 source images. In 
this way, additional images, if available, could be introduced in 
the process to fill the gaps. It is remarked that it is also useful to 
know which orthoimage areas are visible in more that 2 images, 
as this allows a test to detect and exclude outliers.  
 
Indeed, in order to assign a final colour value to the orthoimage 
pixels, outlying values must first be excluded. Generally, these 
could originate not only from model faults, but also from view-
dependent features – such as specular highlights, transparencies, 
mirrors, refractions, obstacles etc. (Poulin et al., 1998; Rocchini 
et al., 2001). However, more significant for photogrammetry is 
probably the case when one approaches model parts not seen by 
a camera, i. e. borders of occlusion (Neugebauer & Klein, 1999; 
Buehler et al., 2001). In these instances artifacts might appear, 
since even very small orientation or registration – or modeling – 
errors can lead to colour mistakenly derived from an occluding 
or, respectively, an occluded model point (Fig. 1 shows such an 
example; see also Fig. 5). One can possibly evaluate the ‘occlu-
sion risk’ of pixels – for instance, by a comparison of the imag-
ing distance with those of adjacent pixels from their own visible 
surface point. This is a topic of future study. 
 
Here, a basic statistical test was adopted, provided that a suffi-
cient number (> 2) of colour values are available for a particular 
orthoimage pixel. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of colour 
values are computed each time; individual colour values falling 
outside the range µ ± β×σ are excluded. It is estimated that the 
value of factor β could be around 1 (indeed, in the test presented 
in the next section using 7 images, it was set β = 1). After this 
procedure, the valid contributing colour values from all images 
are used to generate the final texture of each orhtoimage pixel. 
 
A weighted mean of all contributing images is finally used for 
texturing each particular orthoimage pixel. In view-independent 

texture mapping, the main factors influencing colour quality are 
scale (i. e. imaging distance and camera constant) of the source 
image; its viewing angle (i. e. the angle formed by the intersec-
tion of the image ray and the model triangle); and image resolu-
tion. In fact, these factors are all combined to yield the size (in 
pixels) of the 2D triangle on each image, which is regarded as a 
good indication of the quality of the extracted colour. Hence, as 
suggested by Poulin et al. (1998), the contribution of all partici-
pating colour values are weighted here as relative functions of 
the corresponding 2D triangle areas (this weighting scheme has 
also been used by Grün et al., 2001). 
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Figure 1. Due to small modeling, calibration and orientation 

errors, the texture of point B on image 1 may be assigned to A. 
 
The algorithm was initially developed in MatLab and was final-
ly implemented in C. In order to verify its performance and also 
increase speed, tests were carried out with synthetic data, using 
images extracted from an existing photo-textured 3D model of a 
building (Kokkinos,  2004). 
 
 

3. APPLICATION OF THE ALGORITHM 
 
The object of the experimental application was the entrance of 
the 11th century church of ‘Kapnikarea’, an important Byzantine 
monument in the centre of Athens. Mainly due to its columns, 
the object is sufficiently complex for the task. 
 
3.1 Scanning and modeling 
 
For surface recording, the Mensi GS200 laser scanner was used. 
The device scans at a rate of 5000 points/sec, having a 60° ver-
tical field of view. Three separate scans were carried out from a 
distance of about 5 m, for which a typical value ±1.4 mm of the 
standard deviation is given (the resolution is 4 mm at a distance 
of 10 m). For registration, 6 well distributed target spheres were 
employed, also measured geodetically. The RealWorks Survey 
4.1.2 software was used for a target-based registration of scans. 
The precision of geo-referencing was about ±2.5 mm. In total, 7 
million surface points were obtained. Subsequently, these were 
spatially down-sampled to provide a final 3D mesh, which con-
sisting of about 3 million triangles. Special features of the soft-
ware (smoothing and peak removal) were used to improve the 
3D model. A grayscale intensity map was also obtained (in Fig. 
2 the intensity map of the central scan is seen). 
 
3.2 Bundle adjustment 
 
The object has been recorded employing different analogue and 
digital cameras, which will be used in future tests. Here, results 
are given for images (2592×1944) from a Sony 5 MegaPixel ca-
mera. A total of 7 overlapping images were selected, taken with 
fixed focusing, to keep interior orientation invariant. All images 
used are seen in Fig. 3. 



 

Figure 2. Intensity image of part of the central scan. 
 
A set of 18 signalised points served as geodetic ground control, 
most of which appeared on all images. Using our own software, 
a bundle adjustment with self-calibration (including coefficients 
k1 and k2 of radial symmetric lens distortion) was carried out in-
volving 8 tie points. It was possible to achieve a high accuracy, 
as seen in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Bundle Adjustment 
(7 images; 18 GCPs; 8 tie points) 

σo = ±0.28 pixel 
 c   (pixel) 
 xo (pixel) 
 yo (pixel) 
 k1 (×10−8) 
 k2 (×10−15) 

2573.94 ± 1.36 
10.27 ± 1.03 

7.35 ± 0.87 
−2.98 ± 0.04 

4.90 ± 0.19  
rms (GCP) = 0.3 mm 

σ (TIE) = 1.3 mm 
 
Using the data for camera calibration and exterior orientations, 
the images could be used to colour the projections of the model. 
 
 3.3 Model texturing 
 
All images used here had been acquired successively, i .e. under 
constant lighting conditions. Thus, as no radiometric variations 
among images were observed, texture averaging was considered 
as adequate (for pre-processing see e. g. Grün et al., 2001). The 
plane of the church façade was selected as projection plane. The 
orthoimage pixel size was fixed to 2 mm. As already seen, the 
algorithm identifies image visibility of all model parts previous-
ly established as being visible in the direction of projection. The 
results for an individual image are shown in Fig. 4. 
 
A next point to be noted concerns the matter of outlying colour 
values, particularly close to an occlusion border (cf. section 2.3 
and Fig. 1), a problem illustrated in Fig. 5. Above, an extract is 
seen of the orthoimage resulting from all source images without 
blunder-filtering. The white artifact – clearly originating from 
the occlusion border of the image in the middle – disappears if 
colour values deviating more than ±σ from the mean are auto-
matically ignored (below). 

The final, automatically generated, orthoprojection is presented 
in Fig. 6, left. The result is essentially satisfactory. A main im-
perfection are small holes due to lack of texture (the camera has 
not been elevated). Most other defects – for example, a certain 
aliasing at edges of some parts which, however, may not be per-
fectly perpendicular to the projection plane – are observed only 
with considerable zooming. On the right, a section is presented 
utilising all available model and texture information, including 
parts which are not visible on the left (e. g. a part of the arches). 
  

 
Figure 3. The seven images used in the project. 

 
Regarding speed, a PC (CPU Athlon XP 2.4 GHz, 512 MB RAM) 
required 5 min to project 3 million triangles onto the images, in 
a suitable order to facilitate the last step; 1 min to establish the 
Z-values for each orthoimage pixel; and 13 minutes for the pro-
duction of a final image 3720×2775 from 7 images 2592×1944. 
 
 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
An algorithm has been implemented for the automatic synthesis 
of textured views, given a 3D triangulated mesh and precise ca-
libration/orientation information for overlapping images. Model 
and image visibility are identified, to allow pixel colouring with 
the weighted average from all viewing images, whereby a basic 
blunder detection tool allows to avoid artifacts. The product for 
the paticular object studied here was rather beyond expectation. 
 
Yet, further enhancements of the technique are both necessary 
and feasible. Thus, some hole-filling tools should be introduced. 
Besides, more robust means for outlier avoidance need to be ex-
perimented with. For instance, closeness of a source pixel to an 
occlusion border can be taken into account, probably combined 



with the viewing angle. Further, image matching has been used 
for model and registration refinement (Debevec et al., 1996; see 
also Bernardini et al., 2001); indeed, a multiple image coverage 
and precise starting values supplied by the 3D model may allow 
to refine the model and/or the textured output. The above points 
indicate possible future tasks of the work presented here. 
 

Figure 4. Orthoprojection (below) of a source image (above). 
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Figure 5. Part of the orthoimage from 7 images without (above) 
and with (below) outlier filtering. In the middle is the source 

image which causes the artifact with its occlusion border. 
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